In present day, there are a number of image data in the web because of the development of the image acquisition devices. So, many researchers have been studying about the image retrieval and management. Keyword matching, contents-based and concept-based methods are the basic studies for the image retrieval. In this paper, we suggest the new image retrieval methodology using the cognitive spatial relationships between the objects in the image. There were the similar studies already using the spatial relationships. However, the studies have the limitations and don't give the good search results. We think to need the new methodology for representing the spatial relationships. It is the cognitive spatial relationships. In our study, we newly define the cognitive spatial relationships and apply it to the image retrieval system. At the result, we realized that our methodology makes possible the semantic image retrieval.
INTRODUCTION
There are a huge number of data in the web. Nowadays, users want to search the information more rapidly and correctly. Until now, most information is the document types so the methodology for the information retrieval is based on the text matching. [2] [3] [4] The methodology provides the sufficiently correct information to users from the web. However, as the image acquisition technologies such as digital camera, a scanner, cellular phone camera, etc, have improved many images have being existed in the web environment. And the existing retrieval system just using the keyword matching about the image has the limitation. Because most images have the contents, they are generally stored with simple annotations. Thus, many researchers have been studying the methodologies for image retrieval. The basic methodologies studied until now are the contents-based, conceptsbased and ontology-based methodologies. [5] [6] [7] However, the methodologies still don't give the good results to the users. So, we suggest the new methodology for the semantic image retrieval in this paper. Our idea is the cognitive spatial relationships. We focus on the spatial relationships and we define the cognitive spatial relationships. And then we build the spatial ontology based on the cognitive spatial relationships, user's research, WordNet and OXFORD dictionary. Finally we designed the new image retrieval system using the spatial ontology.
In the 2nd chapter, we introduce the related works -information retrieval system, semantic ontology-based image retrieval system and spatial description logics. Then in chapter 3, we explain the background knowledge of our study and the cognitive spatial relationship, and how to build the spatial ontology. In chapter 4 and 5, we describe our system based on the cognitive spatial relationship and experimental results and evaluation of our system. In the end of this paper, we conclude our study and suggest the future works.
RELATED WORKS

Information Retrieval System
Information Retrieval systems are used to store, maintain, search, and retrieve the information items. The information items could be text documents, images, sounds or videos. In the information retrieval system, it is very important to have efficient data structures, fast search tools, and effective information retrieval methods, especially if the amount of data is large. Generally, most information retrieval systems utilize indexing methods to improve the search efficiency. Indexing is the process of assigning descriptive terms to information items for retrieval purposes. Indexing is a very important and difficult task and every information item is stored in a traditional information retrieval system with the index. However, documents often lose their semantics when represented by just simple index terms. Therefore, normally search of the documents using simple keywords results in retrieving irrelevant documents, which is the case with most web search engines. [8] 
Ontology-based Image Retrieval
As mentioned in above section, the traditional information retrieval systems have the mismatch problem between the terminologies. For solving the problem, many researchers have studied to apply the ontology theory. A great many works show that ontologies could be used not only for annotation and precise information retrieval [9] , but also for helping the user in formulating the information need and the corresponding query. This is important especially in applications where the domain semantics are complicated and not necessarily known to the user. Furthermore, the ontology-enriched knowledge base of image metadata can be applied to constructing more meaningful answers to queries than just hit-lists.
The major difficulty in the ontology-based approach is the extra work needed in creating the ontology and the detailed annotations. We believe, however, that in many applications this price is justified due to the better accuracy obtained in information retrieval and to the new semantic browsing facilities offered to the end-user. We are trying to implement semantic techniques to avoid so much hard work with the ontology building~the trade-off between annotation work and quality of information retrieval can be balanced by using these less detailed ontologies and annotations. Although this approach could address the mismatch problem between the terms, it is still not suitable for image retrieval system because they did not consider the features of the image data. Therefore, we will not get good results in the ontology-based image retrieval system.
2.3
The Description Logic ALC(Prcc8)
The Region Connection calculus RCC-S[l] is a language for qualitative spatial representation and reasoning where the spatial regions are regular subsets of a topological space. The regions themselves do not need to be internally connected i.e. a region may consist of different disconnected pieces.
As the concrete domain in ALC(Dreccs), ^^rccs is the set of all the nonempty regular closed subsets of the topological space R^. O^rccs is obtained by imposing a union, intersection, composition and converse operations over the set of the elementary binary relationships between the regions i.e.(PO, NTPP, TPP, EQ, TPP\ NTPP~\ EC, DC) where the intended meaning of the elements are respectively Proper Overlap, Non Tangential Proper Part, Tangential Proper Part, External Connection, and Disconnected.
OUR APPROACH
Background Knowledge of the Cognitive Spatial Relationships
In the existing image retrieval system, if the system uses the spatial relationships between object, the system firstly extracts the edge of the objects. Secondly, the system use the spatial relationships based on the regions of the objects. In such a case, the biggest problem is either the spatial relationships do not have the semantic meaning or system defines the spatial relationships incorrectly. Figure 1 explains the general spatial relationships using in the existing image retrieval system. In above three images, if the system represents the spatial relationships, it is like as:
• First images ((a)-], (b)-l, (c)-l) are represented the 'flog-connected-tree'. • Second images((a)-2, (b)-2, (c)-2) are represented the 'car-part of-road'. • Third images((a)-3,(b)-3,(c)-3) are represented the 'mountain-connected-cloud'.
However, the users recognize different with the system. The cognitive spatial relationships recognized by users are like as: - 
First image((a)-l) means the 'flog-connected-tree' -Second image((a)-2) means the 'car-connected-road' -Third image((a)-3) means the 'cloud-disconnected-mountain'
Nowadays, the users want that the machine also thinks and processes like the human. It is the basic idea of the semantic web. In the semantic web environment, users make search requests for images based on their visual impressions. If the system stores the image metadata using the region-based spatial relationships, the system will provide the wrong and senseless results to users. Therefore, we try to define the cognitive spatial relationships newly and design the image retrieval system based on our study.
Definition of the Cognitive Spatial Relationships and Construction of the Spatial Ontology
In our study, we used the research for defining the cognitive spatial relationships. We prepare the 200 images containing the objects and spatial relationships between them. And then, we examine the spatial relationships recognized by users when users look at the images. At the result of the research, the cognitive spatial relationships represent the basic three kinds of relationships. Throughout the research, we realized that most images are represented by the 'connect', 'disconnect' and 'partof relationships. Figure  2 illustrates the model of the cognitive spatial relationships comparing with the RCC-8. In our study, another significant feature is to build the spatial ontology based on the cognitive spatial relationships and user's research. For grasping the spatial verbs, we examine them using the experimental document containing the sample images. 
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Figure 3. The parts of the Experimental Document
In the results of the research, we realized that most users have the similar feeling and use the similar spatial verbs to represent the images.
Thus, we build the spatial ontology based on the cognitive spatial relationships and spatial verbs. The most important parts in the spatial ontology are the cognitive spatial relationships defined in section 3.1 and the spatial verbs. And we adopt the WordNet and OXFORD Dictionary to make more semantic ontology. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the spatial ontology based on the cognitive spatial relationships. In figure 4 , the cognitive spatial relationships are situated in the top level and the second level consists of the two parts -spatial verbs and spatial propositions. The bottom level is added by the instances based on the WordNet and OXFORD Dictionary. The significant fact newly known throughout the research is that not only the verbs but also the propositions are very important to present the cognitive spatial relationships. Therefore, we made the spatial verbs part based on the WordNet and the spatial propositions part using the OXFORD Dictionary. The table 1 and 2 show the instances used in spatial ontology based on the WordNet and OXFORD Dictionary. In our study, firstly we defined the cognitive spatial relationships, and secondly built the spatial ontology based on the cognitive spatial relationships. The cognitive spatial relationships are written by the ontology language for applying to the image retrieval system. In the image retrieval system, the super user can store the image data using three cognitive spatial relationships and the end user can search the image accessing the spatial ontology. We designed the system to be able to query using the natural language. We serialize the spatial ontology using OWL and table 3 shows the OWL syntax about the spatial ontology. 
THE IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM APPLYING THE COGNITIVE SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
Our system consists of three parts.
-Content provider interface part -Content provider stores and manages the images -End user interface part -End user retrieval the images -Ontology part -Domain and spatial ontologies are in this part. Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of our system. Our system has two significant features. One is the application of the spatial ontology constructed based on the cognitive spatial relationships. Another is the capability to process the user query using the natural language. We expect improvement of semantic image retrieval throughout our study.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS
For evaluating our system, we test our system using several test beds. The test systems are Google, Yahoo and our system, Google and Yahoo use the big category that is the kind of the ontology. The sample queries for testing are like as: Table 4 shows the result about the test. In table 4 , we realized that there is no big difference between our system and other systems about the simple text query -query 1 and query 2. However, we could know that our system give the excellent result about the complex queries -query 3, 4 and 5 comparing with other systems. At the result, we can approach more semantic image retrieval and the natural language query processing. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results of our system about the test query 4 and 5. 
CONCLUSION
The main features of our study are the definition of the cognitive spatial relationships and construction of the spatial ontology using the spatial verbs and propositions. Thus, we realized that the natural language query processing and the semantic image retrieval are possible based on our idea. However, we have also the limitation that the content provider needs much time to annotate the image semantically throughout our system. It remains our future study. In conclusion, our study presents the vision of the semantic image retrieval and the natural language query processing.
